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On material terms virginity is not a sign of 'purity'. On the other hand, one is not a
bad person because they have many sexual partners, either, as Xianity professes.
Conflation of spiritual statement and material reality to an extreme extent, and
without logical background, is an exclusively jewish owned and authored way of
thinking.
What the jews do on a consistent basis, is they lie to people based on fake
spiritual pretext. For example, they used spiritual virginity which is a concept of
having clean chakras, and say that this is the 'proper' sexual way to go, and
pervert this into a false spiritual concept of not having sex to suppress women or
men. Women have suffered from this greatly.
Jews over the camp of fake analysis of the ancient world, they of course claim the
ancient world was a never-ending hyper-sexual gangbang, devoid of any dignity or
consciousness of partnership, in typical kosher propaganda that "Gentiles do
union as unto animals", based on statements from a Talmud.
It is very true, and I have stated it over the years: Without prostitution and legal
brothels, society will collapse. Humans, and this is based on our emotions, chart
and nature, have a large variety of sexual preferences. Within the concept of
sanity, consent, and non-pedophilia, these have to be indulged as one indulges in
food or drink.
As one understands here, this is not exactly an issue of morality, but an issue of
reaping what you sow.
People today think that by changing moralities, you avoid consequences, too. This
is not the situation. You can change your outlook about particular modes of
sexuality or decisions about your life, but choosing things will create
consequences regardless.
The question therefore here is not what christianity or modern subconscious
preachers do preach. The problem is not a problem of morals, but rather,
understanding of one's decisions and where these lead.

This is a manifestation not of itself, but of larger metaphysical and spiritual lack of
balance. Of course, this has catastrophic manifestations in any society it is placed
upon.
One is relinquished from the requirement to think, and one thinks that there is
some sort of recipe in entering heaven. Today, the jews transfigured this later into
the "Sexual liberation ideology" where your sex worth is counted by your partners
or how sorts of strange sexual deeds you do. This is the reverse of the "Holy
virgin". After this, we have the "Unholy Slut" which is equally created from xianity
as a moral "evil".
The above problems are wrecking our civilization equally or have done so in the
past. We are now in the hyper-slutdom phase where everyone is getting
emotionally destroyed many people on a consistent basis and people just being
permanently unsatisfied.
How did this come about socially, is because before this state, we had hypervirginity. Christianity vilified all sorts of sexuality, but only procreation for creating
more slaves. Sexual suppression is a constant in christianity, because this leads to
disastrous effects.
While many people accept the above, they do not see the other side, that oversexualization, is also causing the same problems in full intensity as the reverse. It
is the mirror of this behavior. Race mixing, hypersexualization of everyone and
even young children, modern porn addiction, and all sorts of other problems, are
also because sexual energies out of control cause all sorts of problems. Marriages
and having a family are becoming difficult, children are thrown on the streets and
so forth.
The above is how the jews both created pseudo-virginity of submission, and also
give you endless porn websites until your brain becomes sexually dysfunctional.
Both result in the weakening and failing of the sexual system, and what is
necessary for pleasure, sanity and procreation.
The solution to this however, is not a return to hyper-virginity and fake morals of

christianity, as these contradict nature, and always end up again in the above this is the same as how anti-christianity leads one running back to "Christ".
Leaving the bad cop jew to go to the good cop jew, is only going to get you
equally ruined. Historically this has been proven to never work.
You cannot borrow any morals of xianity, be these good or evil morals, as always
these are from the dysfunctional souls of the jews, and they backfire. If anything,
these are exported to the Gentiles to cause them social destruction, inner
desolation, and destruction of the soul.
Both the moral "Evil" and the moral "Good" of Christianity are two jewish
concepts, manifested from the lack of balance and insanity of the jewish soul. The
perfectly chastite son of a Rabbi, and the hyper-slut of the low level which is an
abusive life that makes sure she will destroy as many lives as possible, are both
the same thing.
The same women that first were the "Chastite" daughters of Rabbis on which
xianity was based, ended up as pornstars for Brazzers in a very frequent basis a
couple years later. Later on, they also concocted movements such as the "Sexual
liberation movement" or Marxists fronts to destroy societies and social balance in
Goy lands. The jewish wives are home promote the ideology of women being
goyim and locked into the kitchen like animals.
Then, they tell the goyim women: "You shiksha goyimess, you will be saved as my
friend Nathanaela Robertstein did, she became a total hoe on every man she ever
met and she ruined the lives of thousands of males whom she teases, big lolz, and
don't forget to get a foreign husband that is 'exotic' for extra liberation gains.
Now please do not mind me when I take care of my 5 children with rabbi Shmuel,
because I'm a good wife and we co author our latest literary work: "How to
sexually fuck up the Goyim: Advice for becoming a dysfunctional Marily Monroe
type of slut for your jewish liberation from jewish mental infections we caused to
you" by Screw the Goyim publications."
The jews villify legal and actual prostitution, gentile sexual norms, sexual honesty
and consent [many jews are making cases for pedo and all sorts of other insane
garbage of their tribe], while, ironically, their daughters are the lowest of the low

and the inventors of most mindsets of the lowest and most underhanded ways of
abuse of sexual power and prowess, or insane ideologies like kosher feminism.
If one lives in clown world then sexuality will also be part of the same clown
world.
Before all of this took place, what was the constant was far less psychological
problems. That being the situation, a lot of things of the above were not the case
and not a problem. The rise of psychological problems, psychological scarring,
insanity, endless drugs, brainwashing since infancy, unnatural life, do all give a
precedent for creating sexual malfunctions.
If anything else malfunctions so will the sexuality, it's only to be expected.
As such, sexuality was likewise "Free" in accordance to the nature of people, and
not mental brainwashing, "Sunday School" or alternatively, jewish "Sexual
liberation", are not the solutions. These are only repetitions of problems that only
lead back again into themselves.
Essentially what this ends up to is removing jewish influence and letting nature
take it's hold, self discovery, and taking control of the mind. Removing this will
redefine the rules of our existence drastically and make things return faster into a
natural order.
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